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BLIND FAITH: The Incredible Story Of
A Professional Artist Who Overcame
Blindness Through Diet & Nutrition

Fourth Kindle Edition: Updated June, 2016. The continuing story of how one man reversed wet
macular degeneration in eleven weeks. This update includes follow-up results of a Fluorescein
Angiography scan (with dye) that showed no bleeding in either eye. The author's Ophthalmologist
said that the wet macular degeneration was completely reversed and that both eyes were very
healthy. This has been accomplished without any medical drugs."John Crittenden is one of those
rare clients who goes way above and beyond the support and encouragement he receives and
clearly doesn't take no for an answer. His intuitive nature and persistence, along with a passion to
learn and the ability to listen, have allowed him to defy all odds outlined by conventional medicine.
BLIND FAITH is a true story of encouragement, empowerment and hope. I encourage everyone
with a chronic disease, or anyone that cares for someone suffering from a chronic disease, to
understand that John's case outlines something greater than macular degeneration; this approach
can be applied to any chronic disease state." Dr. Brian Davies, BSc, NDComparison with current
Anti-VEGF Injections published results:Avastin - 9.7 letters gained (in 52 weeks)Lucentis - 11.2
letters gained (in 52 weeks)Eylea - 13.3 letters gained (in 52 weeks)Crittenden Protocol - 35 letters
gained (in 11 weeks)Crittenden Protocol - 50 letters gained (on August 28, 2015)If the author can do
this then perhaps you can too. He is not writing about something he read or was taught in medical
school. He is passionately writing about what he actually did and explains the full details of the
protocol he developed and used. Like many of you he was told by his Ophthalmologist that there
was no cure. This has been proven to be wrong.Now his Ophthalmologist (who is a professor and
current head of the Retina Division at the University of British Columbia), says he has never seen
this kind of regeneration before and told him to â€œkeep doing what youâ€™re doing, you may
change a lot of our minds."What You Will Learn From This Book1. How the author reversed macular
degeneration with his own naturopathic protocol in eleven weeks with continual monitoring by his
Ophthalmologist.2. How the author connected the dots between several fields of science to develop
his food-based protocol.3. Full details of his protocol and how it may be personalized for others by a
Naturopathic Doctor.4. More than 200 printed pages and more than 90 links to the science for those
who want to do their own research.5. How our bodies are creating new cells all the time, why this
does not cure disease for many people, and what we can do to change that.Much, much
more...BLIND FAITH is the true story of how one man discovered the answer to reversing wet
macular degeneration thru diet and nutrition alone. The results are proven and cannot be
challenged.
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BLIND FAITH, an e-book by John Crittenden describes his research and development of a protocol
that overcame increasing loss of vision caused by advancing macular degeneration. This is a book
graciously offered free for a time by the author and is a most thought provoking endeavor worth
reading by anyone interested in their personal health.The author is a successful and highly
respected Canadian artist who already had lost sight almost completely in one eye to AMD and was
informed the same condition was advancing in the second. The medical profession states quite
clearly that there is no cure for macular degeneration. However, this one courageous individual
actually was able to reverse his advanced condition. He accomplished this feat by acting upon a
firm belief that the body should be able to `heal itself' if the proper healthful routine could be
established. Recognizing that medicine is constructed and practiced along conventional lines where
treatment for disease more usually is to treat symptoms after they have appeared, John searched
for a Naturopathic Physician with the understanding that these individuals have an approach more
in line with his new direction. Then, through personal research of herculean proportions combined
with advice from this man, a helpful Ophthalmologist and an understanding primary care physician

he was able to devise a workable protocol. This he describes in specific detail.Individuals
acquainted with research methodology and its reporting immediately will recognize the author's
unfamiliarity with the usual procedures. This is entirely irrelevant. The man obviously has spent
countless hours in gathering a mass of interesting facts pertinent not only to macular degeneration,
but to chronic disease in general.
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